The representation of scientists in biology curricular materials does not reflect the demographic composition of society or of biology students (Wood et al., 2020). However, the presence of relatable role models benefits students who possess identities that are excluded in science by increasing their persistence and success in science disciplines (Schinske et al., 2016; Seymour et al., 2019). Due to the importance of role models within science classrooms, we investigated how students relate to scientists in biology, and specifically scientists who possess counterstereotypical identities. Specifically, we asked (1) does the amount of information given about a counterstereotypical scientist affect how students relate to scientists in undergraduate biology courses? and (2) what about counterstereotypical scientists do students relate to most?

To answer these questions, we implemented three treatments in introductory undergraduate biology courses across the country. These treatments involved data literacy activities created by Data Nuggets (datanuggets.org) paired with scientist profiles created by Project Biodiversify (projectbiodiversity.org). We manipulated scientist profiles to contain varying levels of information about counterstereotypical scientists. In treatment one (the control treatment), the data literacy activities were not accompanied by any information about the scientists; in treatment two (the visual treatment), the activities included pictures of the scientists; in treatment three (the humanizing treatment), the activities included pictures and extended ‘About Me’ sections with humanizing information (i.e., hobbies, interests, obstacles faced) (Fig. 1). Throughout the semester, students were given three different data nuggets of the same treatment at different time points.

We collected data through Qualtrics surveys administered immediately after students completed each activity. Students responded to the prompt, “Describe how you related to the featured scientist, if at all.” We thematically coded 1574 student responses from 34 biology instructors across the United States. We created twenty-four codes within four major categories. These four categories included (1) student relates to diverse
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identities of the scientist, (2) student relates to humanizing elements of the scientist, (3) student relates to the science rather than the scientist, and (4) student did not relate (Fig. 2).

After thematically coding all student responses, we used logistic regressions to quantify the impact of treatment on how students related to the featured scientist. In both the control treatment, where no scientist information was given, and the visual treatment, where only a scientist photo was given, students were more likely to relate to the science rather than the scientist ($\chi^2 = 5.47, p = 0.065$). In both the visual and traditional treatments, students most identified with the scientists’ scientific interests (53%), the process of scientific methods (28%), and sharing a general interest in science (14%). Students within the humanizing treatment were most likely to emphasize the scientists’ counter-stereotypical identities ($\chi^2 = 11.54, p = 0.003$; Fig. 3). Here, students most often identified with the scientists’ gender (57%), LGBTQIA+ status (18%), and how the scientists overcame barriers (39%).

This research highlights the importance of humanizing scientific role models within undergraduate biology courses. By humanizing scientists, we create opportunities for students to see themselves in science while presenting contemporary science as accessible to all.
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